
   

  
       

   
   

  
                 

           

                

        
           

             

           
         

                

            
           

           

         

                  
              

            

                
       

      

             

            
           

                 

          
              

            

               
           

 

           

           
          

 

          
              

 

          
 

 

 
 
 

Public Comments for PC19-MA-005 

From: Mary Wolfe 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2020 7:29:08 PM 
To: Mason <Mason@FairfaxCounty.gov> 
Subject: Planning Nominations for Annandale 

I live at 4117 Horseshoe Drive in Annandale. I am NOT in favor of the Mason Site Specific Amendment 

Nominations for 7616 Little River Turnpike; 4114, 4112, 4108, 4104, and 4116 Woodland Road, 4111 

Hummer Road and 4125 Horseshoe Drive. I live on the corner lot On Horseshoe Drive next to the 

existing office building and they are also making a nomination put a 500+ apartment building in my back 
yard. This plan suggests to add more office building and approximately 500+ unit apartment building on 

Woodland Road, which would be in my back yard. Annandale does not need anymore office buildings or 

apartments near the beltway. We already have approximately 7 office buildings now that are not 
completely occupied and I believe after this pandemic ends I would think many more businesses may Not 

conduct their business in office buildings but will stay virtual. It is unfair to make more office buildings 

and apartments near perfectly quite neighborhoods. As it is now with the entrance from Horseshoe drive 
to the existing office buildings there is non stop cut through traffic every day, including weekends that are 

not even going to the office buildings, just using this entrance as a short cut around lights. So many 

commercial trucks and cars too. Sometimes it is dangerous trying to back out of my driveway because no 

one stops, they just fly in and out of this parking lot. In this new plan they want to put more office 
building and possible stores And it shows that there will still be an entrance from Horseshoe drive Into 

this new development which is not fair to us living in this quite neighborhood of older affordable 

homes. Hummer road could not have this extra traffic dumped out on it either. With the plan of putting 
500+ unit apartments on Woodland Road which will impact families living on Woodland and 

neighborhood schools and having only one way to exit Woodland Road is the entrance by McDonalds 

which is already difficult to get out because of the patrons to McDonalds and other cars on the service 

road. This development will impact families on Horseshoe Drive also because cars coming from the 
apartments will be cutting thru the office building parking lot to Use as another exit to again dump 

excessive traffic on Hummer Road. Not to mention extra cars that won’t be able to park at the apartment 

complex because of space these extra cars will be parking on Woodland Road and Horseshoe Drive. Look 
at all the apartments in Annandale you will see hundreds of cars that are not able to park in the apartment 

parking lots are parking on side streets everywhere. Even though there is supposed to be a rule about how 

many people are allowed in a unit we all know that is not abided by, which means you can’t say there will 
be 2 parking spaces per unit and that is all the cars that will need to park at this complex. 

It just makes no sense to put excessive traffic on surrounding roads, over burdening neighborhood 

schools, and adding excessive traffic that the surrounding neighborhoods can’t handle and roads can’t 
handle. Please do not consider passing this Nomination. 

If you wanted more office buildings and apartments they could of been zoned to build in the old Kmart 
and bowling alley where there is already commercial buildings and more than one way to access them. 

Sincerely a long time resident of Annandale and this quite neighborhood. 

Mary 
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